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Abstract 
 

This article with title of usage of energies and new technologies in urban planning and with the objective of 
identifying areas of these two matters overlap urban planning, has performed. Importance of urban planning in 
today life of human, including high-speed advancement of cities and then ever-increasing growth of urban 
population, lack of urban sources and facilities, crisis of energy and finally reduction of urban life quality in one 
hand and noticeable progress of energy and new technologies on the other hand, express the necessity to 
intermix these two matters. Applying energy and new technology in order to reach better future is a necessity, 
thus, we should see it with more serious sight. In this article, for each of these maters that are considered here, it 
has been tried to mention applications in some areas of urban planning and urban management, briefly. 
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1. Introduction 
Difference which we can see today between developed and developing world is not based on capital, commerce 
volume, natural sources and even equipments, but the basic criteria of difference between developed industrial 
world and unindustrialized world is referring to technology and especially developed technology. It is likely that 
if countries without optimizing rich sources and enormous fund, could only change to economic power in the 
world through increasing their technology, so, advanced technology has especial position and besides human, 
cultural and scientific advancement we should pay attention to this vital matter. Expanded need of human to 
sources of energy has been a major matter of human life and struggle for obtaining everlasting source of energy 
is mentioned as old wishes of human. Human was ever diligent in seeking everlasting force in its imaginations 
that are available at any time and in any place. This matter has caused that because of limitation of fossil fuels, 
developed countries with full-scale effort pay attention using other energies exist in the nature, especially 
recyclable energies. Today, what introduces a country developed or retarded refers to amount of optimization of 
energy and new technologies in different dimensions related of urban life development. 
 
Conception of energy is used to reveal common features of different processes such as burning and charge of 
battery, as, together with other cases, composes different forms of energy like thermal energy, chemical energy 
(in fuels and cells), motion energy (in moving substance), electrical energy, potential energy and other energies. 
First, it should be pointed here that when we say new energies, we don’t necessarily mean new energies and it 
has been used from centuries ago by human. General purpose of word “new’’ means become new or renewable. 
Important feature of these energies is their renew ability and staying permanent in nature circle because it is 
renewed and again will be usable in different shapes. Sources of new energies that originate from the power of 
sun ray are considered as the oldest and the most modern form of energy has been served by human. Some of 
them shown below: 

1- Solar Energy  
2- Bio Energy 
3- Wind Energy 
4- Geothermal Energy 
5- Hydrogen Energy: 

Technology is composed of two Greece words of techne and logia, as; the first word means art and second one 
means science and knowledge. Technology means regular usage of scientific information and other organized 
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knowledge to perform scientific duties. Based on precedence of, technologies are divided into three groups of 
old technologies (for example, exploitation of oil), new technologies (for example, design car) and newly 
appeared technologies (for example, Nano Technology).some of new technologies shown below:  
 
1. Nano Technology 
Nano technology is a word that generally applied to all advanced technologies in the field of work with scale of 
nano. Nano technology is a technology that is based on minor repairs of atoms and molecules individually, so 
that we can produce a complex structure with atomic properties. The main difference between nano technology 
and other technologies is in scale of material and structures that are used in this technology. In this small scale, 
their innate properties such as color, stability and etc change. Indeed, if we want to state difference of this 
technology with other technologies as evaluateble, we can mention the existence of "basic elements" as a 
criterion.  Basic elements, indeed, are those nano elements that their properties are different from their 
properties in higher scale. The first and most important basic element is Nano particle. Second basic element is 
nano capsule. Next basic element is nano carbonic tube. In general, basic element can be made with two 
approaches "up to down" and "down to up". 
 
2. Bio Technology 
Any kind of intellectual action of human in creation, improvement and presentation of various products using 
living creatures especially through actions related to change in their molecular level, locate in domain of this 
most important, purest and most economized technology of present century means bio technology. Division of 
bio technology into different branches based on viewpoints of different experts and scientists is different and in 
its most current form of division, coincidence and connection between different sciences and bio technology is 
applied and then a name related to a branch of bio technology will be established. Like agricultural bio 
technology that shows the usage of bio technology in agriculture, expansion of bio technology application in 21st 
century has reached to an extent that will influence all aspects of human life and its guessed that in near future, a 
word of bio or bio tech, will be added to all current names of sciences and techniques and it’s an indication of its 
influence over that course. 
 
3. Information and Communication Technology 
Information is a usable form of data that are obtained through special ways after processing. Information 
technology is a technology that we apply to store, recover, and transfer and process information. Today, 
organizations, institutes apply information technology in order to exercise new management via utilizing store, 
recover, and transfer and process information in their section. Any kind of operation which is performed on 
information in direction of production, storage and recovery process of information calculated as information 
exchange or as information transition. Paying attention to ever-increasing advancement and complexity of 
human societies, growth of technologies definitely will help to improve condition of urban planning and urban 
life. In this section, we are going to present a conceptual model of communication and place of energy and new 
technologies in domain of urban planning. 
1. place of new energies in urban engineering 
2. place of new technologies in urban engineering  

 
Figure 1:  Relation between new energies and new technologies in urban planning 

 
A) Place of new energies in urban planning 

As it is pointed before, new energies are non-fossil energies. In this part, we review common section between 
urban planning and new energies. 
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Figure 2: Relation between new energies with urban planning 

 
A-1- Position of solar energy in urban engineering 
Sun is one of important sources of energy that we should attention to them that don’t need advanced and 
expensive technologies and can be applied as a useful source that is providing energy in all parts of the world 
and for countries which are lack of underground sources is most suitable way to obtain force, growth and 
development of economy. 
 
A-1-1- Supply urban electricity 
Solar plants where change solar energy to electricity, are one of the ways to supply electricity for cities. 
Advantages of these plants are to generate electricity without using fuel, without needing too much water, 
without environmental pollution, low amortization and high life duration and don’t need to specialized force. 
For example, we can point to 250kw plant in Shiraz (as its going to change into the largest solar plant in Middle 
East) and 30kw plant in Taleghan. 
 
A-1-2- Green Building 
Green building, which is mentioned as compatible buildings with environment, provides possibility of optimized 
utilization of energies of wind, water and especially energy of sun besides efficient and recyclable materials. 
Also, in localization of these buildings, the beauty of city view mentioned as a basis, as vacant lands between 
buildings and or lands that had polluting usage are used and also when design these buildings, they benefit from 
natural view and light. 
 
A-1-3- Street Smart with Solar Panels 
Solar smart panels have variable capabilities as are qualified for entering into today's streets of cities. These 
panels besides bearing pressure arising from heavy and light vehicles can store solar energy and after changing 
it into electrical energy, supply energy for residential and commercial consumption. Signboards beside street 
and alarming system on the floor of street are smart and get their energies from such solar panels. In the heart of 
coating of these plates, there are some elements embedded in that prevent any freezing when it snows and rains. 
On the whole, this collection will present new generation of streets and roads outside of city. 
 
A-1-4- Light 
Now, solar light has the highest usage of photolytic system in all over the world. These systems can supply 
electricity for roads, tunnels, frontier police station and remote regions that are far from the electricity network. 
And also, we can utilize these systems as light for parks, sidewalks and urban streets.  
 
A-2- Place Bio Technology in Urban Planning 
Existence of bio mass sources, such as urban garbage, power plant sources and agricultural wastes and using 
these sources to produce energy in addition to supply part of energy needs will lead to reduce environmental 
effects obtained by these sources. 
 
A-2-1- Entrepreneurship 
Based on studies performed by different organizations, sources of new energy in comparison with fossil sources 
create more jobs. Amount of entrepreneurship related to sources of new energy is presented during creation and 
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utilization. Supposing the annual function of 7500h for each megawatt in power plant, the bio mass create 33.75 
and 101.25 person/year during creation and utilization for 20 years, respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Solar energy in four urban areas 
 
A-2-2- Supply Urban Electricity 
Producing energy from urban garbage is most attractive matter from the viewpoint of technical, economic, 
environmental and social among sources of bio mass. Now, in the world, there’s a special attention to the 
subject of producing energy through urban garbage and capacity of producing electricity via such sources in 
Europe during last three years, has increased about two times. For example, we can mention Anderson’s 49-
megawwat bio mass power station in California. 

 
 

Figure 4: Application of bio energy in two urban areas 
 
A-3- Place of Wind Energy in Urban Planning 
Today, with development and expansion of science, with the help of giant wind mills that are named wind 
turbines, human could change wind energy into electrical energy. 
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A-3-1- Supply Urban Electricity 
Wind power plants are example of energy producing centers that because the energy of wind is free, are very 
important. Advantages of wind power plants are don’t need water, free of air pollution, increase reliability in 
electricity production, job creation and etc. For example, we can mention Manjil wind power plant with 252 
turbines, production power of 44240kw till end of 2009. 
 
A-3-2- Tourism Industry 
Wind power plant, as windy farms, can be mentioned as one of tourist attraction in each region. These farms 
that are found able over water or land, in addition to supplying electricity in city, will help income in region. For 
example, Manjil Wind Power Plant is one of worth seeing attractions in region. 

 
 

Figure 5: Usage of bio energy in two urban areas 
 
A-4- Place of Biothermal in Urban Planning 
Potential stored in crust of the earth is a great source of thermal energy that we can mention volcanic eruptions 
and spa. This endless and clean energy can supply a part of energy with the least pollutants in country. 
 
A-4-1 Supply Urban Electricity 
A flow, which is available in two forms of liquid and steam, exits from geothermal wells, as the more the wells 
are the more electricity is produced. The exited steam moves turbine and as a result the electricity will generate. 
And in this case, Iceland is a pioneer and had produced electricity of 2.421 megawatt by 2007.  Also, we can 
mention geothermal power plant of Meshkin Shahr with 5 explorative wells and capacity of production of 100 
megawatt. 
 
A-4-2 Warm Water Pools 
In this method, warm water of geothermal can be combined with cool and ordinary water and relative warm 
water is being applied for objectives like creating centers of tourism attractions and water therapy complexes. 
Warm water of geothermal can be used for water therapeutic consumption like skin disease removals, suffers of 
joint pain, mental troubles. For warm water pool, geothermal water, with temperature of 30-50 centigrade is 
appropriate. 
 
A-4-3- Melting of Snow And Prevent Sidewalks From Freezing: 
Applying pipes which are prepared under passage, we can transfer heat of warm water to asphalt of streets, 
passages, surfaces of sidewalks and can prevent freezing via melting snow.  
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Figure 6: Usage of bio energy in three urban areas 
 
A-5- Place of Energy of Hydrogen and Combustible Cell in Urban Development 
A-5-1 Supply Urban Electricity 
Considering the nature of most new and renewable energies, it is necessary to obtain them in appropriate time 
and place in order to store and carry them, now we can mention it as a future fuel for human. Combustible cells 
can be used as substitution of plant electrical energy in different urban regions. These areas including hotels, 
schools, hospitals, administrative buildings, shopping centers and combustible cells with high temperature can 
be used to generate heat and electricity. 

 
 

Figure 7: Usage of Bio Energy in One Urban Area 
 
B- Place of New Technologies in Urban Planning 
In this section, we concentrate on place and effect of new technologies in urban development. In this research, 
because of source limitation which is in this study, this research ha performed in three domains. 
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Figure 8: Relation between New Technologies and Urban Planning 

 
B-1- Place of Nano Technologies in Urban Planning 
According to what researchers believe, Nano Technology is a technology that in a not far future, all objects will 
be based on components in the scale of Nano, their properties will perform in that scale and Nano technology 
related to production of all man-made objects will be changed, so, entering all countries is inevitable. 
 
B-1-1- Nano House 
So far, house, has been one of these three main needs and now is one of main elements in structure of city.  
Nano house is composed of two layers. First layer is called named Nano layer. This layer is a physical structure 
which information is stored in. second layer called logical layer which analyzes raw information and performs 
necessary changes in order to compatibility with environment. 
Some kinds of technologies are applied in Nano are as follows: 

1- Filtering of solar rays and windows that are reflecting solar heat. 
2- Self-cleaning glasses. 
3- Protective paints and crusts and conductive rays. 
4- Quality control systems of water that remove water pollution and make it drinkable. 
5- Cold light systems for receiving light during day and applying light sources at night 
6- Using covers that are not exiting against most intense lights 
7- Create sterilized manner of materials to prevent incidence and transfer disease. 
8- Dishes which are being used in house with compatibility properties with environment in order to 

maintain more of their contents against corruptive agents. 
 
B-2-1 Nano technology has affected industry and caused to create Nano coverage that 
using this coverage will guarantee the urban furniture several times. 
Urban furniture is a collection of equipments, facilities that enhance quality and efficiency of life in city and 
street. Urban furniture undertakes duty for guidance, control, relation, comfort, advertisement, decoration and 
amusement in city and street. Bench, light post, shelter of bus station, post box, urban pool, water front, mast, 
stair, garden, waste basket and etc are instances of urban furniture. These cases install in open air and are used 
by citizens during night and it is obvious that it will erosion that can decrease quality of usage and enjoyment in 
urban environment. Damages like corrosion, scratches, friction, rustiness, decay and acid rain and also 
pollutants like dust, soil, smoke, stain and dirt, damp and finally urban vandalism are cases that threat quality of 
furniture. 
 
B-2-1-1 Self-Clean Coverage 
Self-clean coverages have special properties that today are mentioned as effect of lotus. If these surfaces are 
polluted wont need hand cleaning and one rain is enough to perform operations to clean the surface. The effect o 
lotus or water fleeing above this surface caused to create water ejecting layer, as a result, droplets of water roll 
over surface and carry pollution with them. In these methods, more human force, cost, energy are applied, and 
consequently, erasing surfaces of buildings has been mentioned using self-cleaning coverage. 
 
B-2-1-2 Self Repair Coverage 
Phenomenon of foliating of paint, coverage and erosion, usually happens as a result of damp, oxygen in metal 
furniture, as repairing cracks is an efficient method to prevent corrosion. Self- repair coverages break at the time 
of scratches and release their repairing contents into gaps and so repair that area. 
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B-2-1-3 Coverage Resistant Against Heat 
Urban furniture tolerates much heat and temperature during day in summer. Temperature of a metal structure is 
outside of building and at noon of one summer can goes up 80C and also polymeric urban furniture after 
tolerating extreme temperature will be soft and then after becoming cold will be fragile and breakable and 
possibility of destruction will increase. With Nano and covers resistant against heat, we can hope that desired 
furniture tolerate temperature up to 200 C. 
 
B-2-1-4 Non Writable Coverages 
 One of problems of urbanism now is writings on the walls of public places. There are different methods to 
clean these writings, for instance, we can point to washing with pressure, using chemical materials as rubbing 
the surface with hand and cloth and applying coverages for paint of background in order to make written part on 
the wall and etc. but one of best methods in order to remove writings is applying blocking cover between lower 
layer and writing layer, as no-writable covers have this property. These coverages cane be used in façade of 
walls and sidewalks in city and prevent unbeautiful writings on the wall. 
 
B-2-1-5 Anti Fire Coverage 
In any place and space, there’s a peril of fire accident and accessibility to complete safety against fire is 
impossible. So, it’s important that different coverages with appropriate cover protect and resistant against fire in 
order to provide fire control. This coverage can be used in façade of building, urban installations like urban 
regulator of telephone distribution box. In all developed industrial countries, multi-floored buildings and great 
industrial projects are obliged to apply anti-fire covers. 
 
B-3-1 Traffic Nano Color 
Traffic Nano colors that enhanced with Nano particles compare with traffic cold paint have less scrachability 
and friction and as a result, show higher efficiency and life course and this paint will last 15 times of usual 
colors and also because of price and improved properties, its compatible with common paints in market and has 
been welcomed by municipalities and contractors. For example sidewalk in Naghadeh, where in, all axial lines 
of passer-by and taxi stations have been lined with traffic Nano paints. 

 
Figure 9: Usage of Nano Technology in Two Urban Areas 
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B-2- Place of Biotechnology in Urban Planning 
Biotechnology in the area of agriculture and green space, through gene transition, plant a texture, had obtained 
remarkable advancement during cultivate altered plants and plants via cultivating a texture, so it’s named as 
biotechnology. Urban green space, from viewpoint of urban planning involves a part of city’s appearance that is 
composed of kinds of plant covers and is as a live and critical agent besides a lifeless body of city. Considering 
importance of urban green space and advancements of biotechnology, we here discus some of usable examples 
in city. 
 
B-2-1- Using Herbal Plants in Green Space with Method of Texture Plantation 
Tree, shrub, flower and grass are plant examples that we plant them in present urban green space, as; we can add 
herbal plants to this group. We can produce this enormously and use them in urban green space. 
 
B-2-1-1- Herbal Plants Substitution of Grass 
It’s for years that grass is major coverage of surface in parks, squares and boulevards. Paying attention to 
drought and lack of water and also because of high costs related to maintain, at least in some region that there’s 
no enormous facility, budget accessible, the grass has been left out of cultivation circle and green space. Some 
herbal plants, as combine with other plants and others individually can be replacement of grass. These plants 
with advantages like resistant when hit with foot, resistant to heat and cold, low need to water, chemical 
compost, can play as grass in urban green space. 
 
B-2-1-2- Flower Therapy through Therapeutic Gardens 
Scant therapy or flower therapy through advancement of biotechnology has got a special place to prevent and 
cure physical and mental diseases. Plants like eucalyptus and pine with producing chemical materials and scatter 
them in the air will create comfort and embezzlement, these organic materials sometime are called atmospheric 
vitamin. Also, chamomile, damask rose scatter comforting and tranquilizing scant in the space. 
Creating garden that includes medicinal plants said above, we can establish garden therapy centers in city and 
via expanding comfort we can improve quality of citizens’ life. 
 
B-2-2 Using New Decorative Flowers with Method of Gene Transition 
B-2-2-1 Blue Rose and Seven Color Rose Flowers 
Decorative flowers can be produced through method of gene transition with changes in form and shape of 
flowers, increase or decrease number of petals, sepals and stamen differently, as with this activity, enormous 
verities are created in plants and will have many effects in beautification of green space. Today, decorative 
flowers are applied with different colors; blue rose and seven color rose are species of flowers that are obtained 
applying gene transition process. Blue rose and seven-color rose, because of different and eye-catching color in 
order to plant in spaces where we are to design variable and attractive green space, are suitable flowers. 
 
B-2-2-2 Rose Lighting Flower 
Rose lighting is a usual rose that the gene of glowworm has transferred into. Luciferase gene of glowworm has 
different colored spectrum that its red and green are recognized by entomology till now and are separated and 
transferable.  In addition to damask rose, African pansy has also been examined and its lighting stage is 
examining. Whereas, in America, this examination, with the purpose of producing Christmas tree is being 
performed over needle-like trees and its design is on the stage of density. These species of plants not only have 
are having special decorative importance but can be applied as source of light in city, airports, hospitals and 
other usages that continue working at night in future. Rose lighting flowers besides beauty and light via planting 
in map and special route can be as a director for who are passing during night 
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. 
Figure 10: Usage of Biotechnology in One Urban Area 

 
B-3- Place of Information Technology and Communication in Urban Planning 
In pursuance of Information Technology and Communication, the world is in hurry to the information-based and 
knowledge-based society. Having information technology and communication, the globalization is finalized and 
in the scene of competition, countries are trying to obtain qualified place and appropriate share for themselves. 
 
B-3-1 Information Technology and Communication in domain of Urban Planning 
Urban planning, in fact, is going to supply comfort of citizens through better environment, more favorable, 
healthier, easier, more efficient and more pleasant. 
 
B-3-1-1 Application and Role of Information Technology and Communication in 
Process of Urban Planning 
A) Utilizing geographical information systems and provide multi-dimensional map 
B) Information Banks Management about effectiveness of earth 
C) Provide models of effectiveness of earth, transformation and other essential models with high speed and 
accuracy in the case of urban planning 
D) Possibility of connecting professional individuals with process of programming and using opinions of 
sighted individuals in the case of urban planning affairs. 
 
B-3-1-2 Access To Methods Of Planning Management Includes 
A) Method of evaluation and review the program 
B) Critical analysis 
C) Method of programming and budgeting 
 
B-3-2 Usage and Role of Information Technology and Communication In Process Of 
Urban Planning 
Urban planning is an area of human knowledge that process of solving a problem needs considering variable and 
complicated aspect. 
 
B-3-2-1 Geographical Information System In Process Of Urban Planning 
 Adaptation of activates related to urban planning, geographical services and properties of reference earth of 
desired place, layering of complexities, recognize geographical coordinates of case study environment and 
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evaluate its environmental conditions and illustrate spatial specifications of each part of the earth that the urban 
designer needs. 
 
B-3-2-2 Geographical Information System When Construct Urban Model 
With the help of computer model, through changing seeing points from different angels, we can construct a city 
and review it with high accuracy (magnificence of 1010 m).    
It make it possible to perform 4 activates when design virtual parks includes, Classification of parks, location of 
local parks, measurement of local parks. 
 
B-3-3 Usage and Role of Information Technology and Communication in Urban 
Management 
Today, urban management needs accurate information to realize the rate of influence of any of information 
categories in process of programming and making decision as they should be met through using tools of 
information technology. 

 
Figure 11: The strategic information and communication technology in urban management 

 
B-3-4 Usage and Role of Information Technology and Communication in Urban 
Services 
Survival and living of a city depend on services, equipments and facilities that are available in that city and 
indeed are mentioned as key areas there. Electronic city is the biggest gain of this technology. 
Electronic city is a city that managing affairs of citizens performs as night and day during all weeks and with 
high quality and safety coefficient using tools of information technology and its applications. 
Services in electronic city are divided into three groups: 
 
B-3-4-1 Services Related To Life of Citizens 
Those groups of services that are provided based on rule for welfare of citizens inhabit in city are as follows; 
 
B-3-4-1-1 E-Learning 
Create virtual schools and universities, e-learning for government staffs, informing people in order to create 
equal opportunities of life and improve the quality of life in all life courses of citizens. 
 
B-3-4-1-2 E-Entertainment 
It includes information centers of parks and recreational regions, tourist services virtual museums and 
exhibitions, virtual libraries and bookshops. 
 
B-3-4-1-3 E-Communication 
It includes electronic post, talking centers, vocal telephone systems and information and communication 
telephone booths. 
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B-3-4-2 E-Services 
E-services include that group of services that are provide in order to facilitate affair of commerce in city for 
citizens, especially for traders like buying and selling, on line bidding, participate in sales and other commercial 
activities and also electronic payments and receives and etc. 
 
B-3-4-3 Information Services 
In the way, we can obtain information related to place of living, society, property, automobile, main streets of 
city, restaurants, educational, geographical, statistical places, bus system and etc. 
According to information above, a citizen who uses services of electronic city is an e-citizen too. 

 
Figure 12: Usage of Information Technology and communication in four Urban Areas 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Results of applying new energy and technology in urban planning (model za-ka) 
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Conclusion 
 In this study, at first we considered definitions of energies, technologies and their advantages. In second part of 
this article, we considered making clear the place of energies, technologies in urban planning engineering and 
city management. Then, some different models are presented. Entering energies, technologies in different areas 
of life of human societies is inevitable. This article tried to explain the place of energies, technologies in urban 
planning engineering and city management. Decrease of costs, store fossil fuels, save time, increase the speed of 
doing affairs, create capital of nations and societies, and protect environment, stability and constancy of urban 
management, overcome on kinds of social crises and etc are all yields of entering energies, technologies in 
urban planning engineering and city management. This conception is presented in Figure 13. 
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